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Friday, July 27th, 2018
Christine Assange lauds 2,500-strong #Unity4J movement in
support of Julian Assange and WikiLeaks
On July 25th, just days after the #Unity4J movement went global, a
"State of the Movement Address" live stream was broadcast by
organizer Suzie Dawson and key supporters; to publicize
achievements made by diﬀerent parts of the movement only days
after having come together to form a groundbreaking “non-violent
digital direct action army”.
Throughout the live address, Dawson detailed the work of countless #Unity4J activist
teams comprised of musicians, web developers, writers, translators, researchers, and
many other dedicated and skilled advocates for the well-being of Julian Assange.
Dawson was joined by Elizabeth Lea Vos, Vivian Kubrick and Ray McGovern, who each
gave inspiring insight into the #Unity4J movement and its direction.
Similar addresses are to be held periodically into the foreseeable future.
Later on, the #Unity4J movement received the following words of encouragement from
Julian's mother, Christine Assange:
“Dear Unity 4 Julian Team The tech gods have decreed that despite our best & varied eﬀorts I was unable to join you
tonight (apparently my phone is “busy”)… but I wish to thank you all for your absolutely
stellar work in amassing this formidable global army to protect & free my son Julian.
This will give him the hope, strength & love he will need in the fight for justice ahead.
Some time ago I called out for WikiLeaks Worriers to be replaced by WikiLeaks Warriors.
And what Warriors you all are.
Joining together in co-operation & support with Julian’s long time supporters & defenders
this new digital 21st Century global command centre is a welcome & timely boost in the
fight for his freedom.
With special thanks to WikiLeaks Wonder Woman Warrior Suzie Dawson for the concept &
driving it to reality.
Love to all the fellow WikiLeaks Warriors”
- Christine Assange
Special Message from Christine Assange: https://youtu.be/9BtRCkZ7WhM
#Unity4J State of the Movement Address: https://youtu.be/Us-bO_VwntM

Join the #Unity4J movement: https://unity4j.com/discord
Event hashtag: #Unity4J
Oﬃcial Website: http://unity4j.com
Oﬃcial Twitter: @Unity4J
WikiLeaks Legal Defense Fund: https://justice4assange.com/donate.html
WikiLeaks support website: https://iamwikileaks.org
MEDIA INQUIRIES
Media inquiries and interview requests should be made via email to: info@unity4j.com or
by direct message on Twitter to: Suzie Dawson @Suzi3D or Elizabeth Vos
@ElizabethLeaVos

